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Abstract 
 

A digital library is a collection of documents in organized electronic form and 

accessible via search and browsing interfaces. Depending on the specific library, a 

user may be able to access magazine articles, books, papers, images, sound files, and 

videos. The availability of contents, user profile and usage pattern in a digital library 

in machine understandable formats paves the way for processing this information 

further using state-of-the-art technologies to introduce intelligent services in digital 

libraries. Analyzing, annotating and organizing contents based on a domain-ontology   

(Middleton, Roure, & Shadbolt, 2001) gives us the ability to make topical inferences 

through content relationship. Users’ rudimentary or incomplete profiles can also be 

augmented with the help of profile-ontology and usage patterns. Nevertheless, we can 

also use sophisticated mathematical models to process usage-pattern data for making 

content recommendations using collaborative filtering (Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, & 

Riedl, 2001) and to model interest-drift in users. Serving digital library users with the 

right information which best reflects their query, profile, usage history and content 

relationships is only possible when we consider the above issues in a unified manner. 

In this research, we use an open-source digital library system. We develop and 

integrate add-on ontologies and necessary algorithms to demonstrate intelligent and 

adaptive services in the digital library. Our prototype can demonstrate that the 

retrieval results for the same query by a particular user, but at a different time, may 

yield different result-sets (ranking) since the query, profile and contents are 

dynamically enhanced using intelligent and adaptive algorithms. We also demonstrate 

that the same query from different users may yield different result sets as justified by 

the differences in their profiles and usage patterns. Our prototype can also recommend 

digital library items to users by using collaborative filtering–based usage-pattern 

analysis. We test our approach using partially synthetic datasets and analyzed the 

results by human judgment.  
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